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Welten: Introductory German, Enhanced
Keep all your notes from your German language classes in one place, with a section for your personal vocabulary list at the back. Your timetable is ready to
fill in so that you never miss a class and there is a grid to note all of your assignments, with dates and details, as well as tick boxes to check when you've
finished them. Great gift for anyone studying German at school, college or university. Or to motivate yourself or a friend or relative to improve their
German. And having your notes and vocabulary in one place will help you revise for exams, prepare for assessments. And if you are going abroad on
holiday to a German speaking country, use this notebook for all the phrases and information you need to communicate. Details for this notebook: 120 pages
6x9 inches, plenty of room for writing and the right size for a bag or backpack Lined pages for class or study notes Vocabulary section for new words with
translation Additional pages to write phrases using your newly learned vocabulary - this is an excellent way to improve your language skills. Want to make
this a unique gift? Would you like a personalised version for your own child? To have your son or daughter's name (or anyone else's name!) put on the
cover, go to our Amazon Author page for details. Notebooks available for French, German, Spanish, Italian, English and general Foreign Language
learning. Perfect for your aspiring bi-lingual and multilingual kids or friends.

German vocabulary for English speakers - 3000 words
The ultimate rapid language-learning guide! For those who’ve despaired of ever learning a foreign language, here, finally, is a book that will make the
words stick. At thirty years old, Gabriel Wyner speaks six languages fluently. He didn’t learn them in school -- who does? -- rather, he learned them in the
past few years, working on his own and practicing on the subway, using simple techniques and free online resources. In Fluent Forever Wyner reveals what
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he’s discovered. The greatest challenge to learning a foreign language is the challenge of memory; there are just too many words and too many rules. For
every new word we learn, we seem to forget two old ones, and as a result, fluency can seem out of reach. Fluent Forever tackles this challenge head-on.
With empathy for the language-challenged and abundant humor, Wyner deconstructs the learning process, revealing how to build a foreign language in
your mind from the ground up. Starting with pronunciation, you’ll learn how to rewire your ears and turn foreign sounds into familiar sounds. You'll retrain
your tongue to produce those sounds accurately, using tricks from opera singers and actors. Next, you'll begin to tackle words, and connect sounds and
spellings to imagery, rather than translations, which will enable you to think in a foreign language. And with the help of sophisticated spaced-repetition
techniques, you'll be able to memorize hundreds of words a month in minutes every day. Soon, you'll gain the ability to learn grammar and more difficult
abstract words--without the tedious drills and exercises of language classes and grammar books. This is brain hacking at its most exciting, taking what we
know about neuroscience and linguistics and using it to create the most efficient and enjoyable way to learn a foreign language in the spare minutes of your
day.

The Big Book of Words You Should Know
Keep all your notes from your German language classes in one place, with a section for your personal vocabulary list at the back. Your timetable is ready to
fill in so that you never miss a class and there is a grid to note all of your assignments, with dates and details, as well as tick boxes to check when you've
finished them. Great gift for anyone studying German at school, college or university. Or to motivate yourself or a friend or relative to improve their
German. And having your notes and vocabulary in one place will help you revise for exams, prepare for assessments. And if you are going abroad on
holiday to a German speaking country, use this notebook for all the phrases and information you need to communicate. Details for this notebook: 120 pages
6x9 inches, plenty of room for writing and the right size for a bag or backpack Lined pages for class or study notes Vocabulary section for new words with
translation Additional pages to write phrases using your newly learned vocabulary - this is an excellent way to improve your language skills. Want to make
this a unique gift? Would you like a personalised version for your own child? To have your son or daughter's name (or anyone else's name!) put on the
cover, go to our Amazon Author page for details. Notebooks available for French, German, Spanish, Italian, English and general Foreign Language
learning. Perfect for your aspiring bi-lingual and multilingual kids or friends.

Publishers Weekly
German Survival Guide
Keep all your notes from your German language classes in one place, with a section for your personal vocabulary list at the back. Your timetable is ready to
fill in so that you never miss a class and there is a grid to note all of your assignments, with dates and details, as well as tick boxes to check when you've
finished them. Great gift for anyone studying German at school, college or university. Or to motivate yourself or a friend or relative to improve their
German. And having your notes and vocabulary in one place will help you revise for exams, prepare for assessments. And if you are going abroad on
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holiday to a German speaking country, use this notebook for all the phrases and information you need to communicate. Details for this notebook: 120 pages
6x9 inches, plenty of room for writing and the right size for a bag or backpack Lined pages for class or study notes Vocabulary section for new words with
translation Additional pages to write phrases using your newly learned vocabulary - this is an excellent way to improve your language skills. Want to make
this a unique gift? Would you like a personalised version for your own child? To have your son or daughter's name (or anyone else's name!) put on the
cover, go to our Amazon Author page for details. Notebooks available for French, German, Spanish, Italian, English and general Foreign Language
learning. Perfect for your aspiring bi-lingual and multilingual kids or friends.

German vocabulary for English speakers - 5000 words
Easy and Fun Big Flashcards basic vocabulary for kids, toddlers, children to learn German, English and Chinese language with a cute picture for coloring.
All vocab includes Alphabet, ABC, Numbers 123 and Sight words list.Whether your child already speaks German/Chinese/English or is learning them as a
second language, these educational flashcards will help set down the foundation for learning to a new language. The earlier children are introduced to a
second language, the more likely they will find ease and develop fluency in their non-native language. This notebook is made for beginners or kids who
want to learn Chinese, German or English. They are Tri-lingual flashcards. Complete vocab words for babies, toddlers, kids, children, and beginners. Come
with a big cute picture for coloring and lined paper notebook to practice writing.

Fluent Forever
Report of Proceedings
The Ultimate German Notebook is a vocabulary notebook for German learners, but it's also suitable for German speakers who want to learn English,
because all the content in the vocabulary section is both in German and English. The notebook has 160 pages including 65 different topics. You will learn
more than 3000+ unique words and 600+ phrases with this notebook. There are 64 pages about vocabulary and 16 pages about grammar. In total the
notebook has 160 pages and 73 of them are empty pages for your own notes. Every topic includes two pages, the left pages contain all the most important
words and phrases in German and English. The right pages are empty so that you can add all the words and phrases that you learn. Use this notebook as the
center of your German or English studies and gather all the most important vocabulary within the pages of this notebook. Use it together with other learning
resources like applications, text books, German classes or whatever you like and always add the words and phrases that you have learned in this notebook.

German/English Vocabulary Notebook
Keep all your notes from your German language classes in one place, with a section for your personal vocabulary list at the back. Your timetable is ready to
fill in so that you never miss a class and there is a grid to note all of your assignments, with dates and details, as well as tick boxes to check when you've
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finished them. Great gift for anyone studying German at school, college or university. Or to motivate yourself or a friend or relative to improve their
German. And having your notes and vocabulary in one place will help you revise for exams, prepare for assessments. And if you are going abroad on
holiday to a German speaking country, use this notebook for all the phrases and information you need to communicate. Details for this notebook: 120 pages
6x9 inches, plenty of room for writing and the right size for a bag or backpack Lined pages for class or study notes Vocabulary section for new words with
translation Additional pages to write phrases using your newly learned vocabulary - this is an excellent way to improve your language skills. Want to make
this a unique gift? See our personalised version, with the student's name on the cover. To have your son or daughter's name (or anyone else's name!) put on
the cover, go to our Amazon Author page for details. Notebooks available for French, German, Spanish, Italian, English and general Foreign Language
learning. Perfect for your aspiring bi-lingual and multilingual kids or friends.

The Everything Essential German Book
“The single most resonant and carefully imagined book of Dick’s career.” —New York Times It’s America in 1962. Slavery is legal once again. The few
Jews who still survive hide under assumed names. In San Francisco, the I Ching is as common as the Yellow Pages. All because some twenty years earlier
the United States lost a war—and is now occupied by Nazi Germany and Japan. This harrowing, Hugo Award–winning novel is the work that established
Philip K. Dick as an innovator in science fiction while breaking the barrier between science fiction and the serious novel of ideas. In it Dick offers a
haunting vision of history as a nightmare from which it may just be possible to wake. Winner of the Hugo Award

Korean Picture Dictionary
Have you been trying to learn German and simply can't find the way to expand your vocabulary? Do your teachers recommend you boring textbooks and
complicated stories that you don't really understand? Are you looking for a way to learn the language quicker without taking shortcuts? If you answered
"Yes!" to at least one of those previous questions, then this book is for you! We've compiled the 2000 Most Common Words in German, a list of terms that
will expand your vocabulary to levels previously unseen. Did you know that -- according to an important study -- learning the top two thousand (2000)
most frequently used words will enable you to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and 86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral speech? Those are
amazing stats, and this book will take you even further than those numbers! In this book: A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve
your learning A list of 2000 of the most common words in German and their translations An example sentence for each word - in both German and English
Finally, a conclusion to make sure you've learned and supply you with a final list of tips Don't look any further, we've got what you need right here! In fact,
we're ready to turn you into a German speaker are you ready to get involved in becoming one?

German Notebook
The High School Course in German
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Suitable for both independent study and class use, this text comprises an accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single volume.

Aiden's German Notebook
Master a foreign language To master a language on a conversational day-to-day level, 2500 words are more than enough. With around 1,000 words in most
languages, you will be able to ask people how they are doing, tell them about your day and navigate through everyday life situations. As you grow past the
3,000 word mark or so, you are moving beyond the words that make up everyday conversation and into specialized vocabulary for talking about your
professional field, news, current events and more complex, abstract verbal feats. At this point, you should be able to reach C2 level in most languages.
Check out our author page for matching notebooks. Specifications: All your vocabulary in one place 2 columns Space for over 2500 words Dimensions: 6"
x 9" Interior: Lines, White Paper Pages: 110

Academic Vocabulary for Middle School Students
German vocabulary for English speakers - 7000 words
Journeying to wintry Montreal to testify at a murder trial, forensic anthropologist Tempe Brennan discovers three skeletons in the basement of a pizza
parlor and realizes that she has stumbled into a crime from the past. By the author of Bare Bones. Reprint.

Vocabulary Notebook
Filled with dialogues, grammar and idiom studies, and practical exercises, this is probably the most delightful, useful, and comprehensive elementary book
available for learning spoken and written German. In addition, the book features 28 sketches of specific scenes with pertinent items numbered and
identified in both German and English. Includes 330 photographs and illustrations.

The Ladies' Home Journal
This is a vocabulary notebook with a difference. This notebook has space for 25 topics. Whenever you come across a new topic during your German
learning, make notes of the new vocabulary in this notebook.For each topic there are four pages. The first is blank. You can use it to make a mind map or
use it for doodles, or if you feel you need more writing space, use it for writing. The second page is divided into two halves for your new vocabulary. On
the left you can write the new German words and on the right the English translation (or whichever language you are most familiar with). The third and
fourth pages are for making sentences. Learning vocabulary out of context is not always useful and mostly boring anyway. So, use those two pages to make
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your own sentences with the new German words. Your vocabulary will now stick a lot better in your memory!

Polyglot: How I Learn Languages
Create your own German flash cards using our proven spaced repetition system ( instructions provided in the book). This notebook is Ideal for those
looking to learn new German words and improve their German vocabulary. Includes a Spaced Repetition and Lapse tracker to monitor progress and
remember what you learn. About this Notebook: 200 flashcards. Spaced Repetition system and Lapse Tracker (instructions provided at the back). Perfect
size at 6 x 9 inches / 15.24 x 22.86 cm High-quality matte cover for a professional finish. Perfect bound Perfect for learning new German words and
improving vocabulary Benefits using Notebook: All your vocabulary flash cards all in one place Encourages active recall (most effective way to learn)
Encourages spaced repetition (scientifically proven to improve memory retention) Track Lapses and mistakes (monitor progress over time) Study more
efficiently Easily swap flash cards with other German students

The Publishers Weekly
The fun and easy way to learn the fascinating language of German with integrated audio clips! German For Dummies, Enhanced Edition uses the renowned
Berlitz approach to get you up and running with the language-and having fun too! Designed for the total beginner, this guide introduces you to basic
grammar and then speedily has you making conversation. Integrated audio clips let you listen and learn as you hear pronunciations and real-life
conversations. Fun and games sections ease your way into German fluency, phonetic spellings following expressions and vocabulary improve your
pronunciation, and helpful boxes and sidebars cover cultural quirks and factoids. Master the nuts and bolts of German grammar Learn phrases that make
you sound German-and know what never to say in German Whether you're just looking for a greeting besides "Guten tag" or you want to become a foreign
exchange student, this enhanced edition of German For Dummies gives you what you need to learn the language-as much as you like, as fast as you like!

German For Dummies
T&P BOOKS VOCABULARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and review foreign words. The dictionary contains over 3000 commonly used
words. Recommended as additional support material to any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages.
Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities. Allows you to assess your current vocabulary. This book can also be used by
foreigners to learn English. THIS REVISED EDITION (American English, July 2013) contains 101 topics including: Basic concepts, Numbers, Units of
measurement, The most important verbs, Time, Calendar, Day and night, Months, Seasons, Travel, Sightseeing, City, Shopping, Clothing & Accessories,
Cosmetics, Telephone, Phone conversation, Foreign languages, Meals, Restaurant, Family members, Human body, Medicine, Furniture, Household
appliances, The Earth, Weather, Natural disasters, Fauna, Wild animals, Countries of the world and more SPECIAL FEATURES of T&P Books bilingual
vocabularies: Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically. Content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and selftesting processes. Each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each
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foreign word. IF YOU HAVE any question, suggestion or feedback, please contact us: admin@tpbooks.com. Ref. BODFR

My First Words German English Flash Cards for Babies: Easy and Fun Basic Vocabulary Flashcards for Kids to Learn New
Language.
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or "narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-to-read reference guide to the
proper parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely Should Know (covert, exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know
But Probably Don't (dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People Don't Know (schlimazel, thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound
Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an
essay, studying for a test, or trying to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party guests with their prolixity, you will achieve magniloquence,
ebullience, and flights of rhetorical brilliance.

Ultimate German Notebook
Sprichst Du Deutsch? German Vocabulary
T&P BOOKS VOCABULARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and review foreign words. The dictionary contains over 7000 commonly used
words. Recommended as additional support material to any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages.
Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities. Allows you to assess your current vocabulary. This book can also be used by
foreigners to learn English. THIS REVISED EDITION (American English, July 2013) contains 198 topics including: Basic Concepts, Numbers, Colors,
Months, Seasons, Units of Measurement, Clothing & Accessories, Food & Nutrition, Restaurant, Family Members, Relatives, Character, Feelings,
Emotions, Diseases, City, Town, Sightseeing, Shopping, Money, House, Home, Office, Working in the Office, Import & Export, Marketing, Job Search,
Sports, Education, Computer, Internet, Tools, Nature, Countries, Nationalities and more SPECIAL FEATURES of T&P Books bilingual vocabularies:
Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically. Content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self-testing
processes. Each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign
word. IF YOU HAVE any question, suggestion or feedback, please contact us: admin@tpbooks.com. Ref. BODFR

German Vocabulary Notebook: A Vocabulary Book for German Learners with Space for 25 Topics
Learn to speak and write German like a pro! Need a quick introduction to the German language? Whether you're planning a vacation, adding a valuable
second language to your resume, or simply brushing up on your skills, The Everything Essential German Book is your perfect guide for learning to speak
and write in German. This portable guide covers the most important basics, including: The German alphabet and translation Greetings and conversation
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starters Common questions and answers Verb tenses and sentence structure With step-by-step instructions, pronunciation guides, and practical exercises,
you'll find learning German can be easy and fun! You'll be speaking--and understanding--German in no time!

Oliver's German Notebook
The Man in the High Castle
A fun and helpful resource for anyone interested in learning some Korean—whether you're 5 or 100! This picture dictionary covers the 1,500 most useful
Korean words and phrases. Each word and sentence is given in Korean Hangul characters—with a Romanized version to help you pronounce it
correctly—along with the English meaning. The words are grouped into 40 different themes or topics, including basics like meeting someone new and using
public transportation to culture-specific topics like celebrating Korean holidays and eating Korean food. This colorful picture dictionary includes: Hundreds
of color photographs 1,500 Korean words and phrases 40 different topics—from social media and WiFi to paying and counting Example sentences showing
how the words are used Companion online audio recordings by native Korean speakers of all the vocabulary and sentences An introduction to Korean
pronunciation and grammar An index to allow you to quickly look up words Korean Picture Dictionary makes language learning more fun than traditional
phrasebooks. This resource is perfect for beginners of all ages—curious kids, visual learners and future travelers to Korea.

Basic German
Ideal for PET and FCE preparation Packed full of useful study extras, the Cambridge Learner's Dictionary helps you on your way to becoming a confident,
natural English speaker. With clear definitions, written especially for intermediate level students, and thousands of examples that put the language into
context, this dictionary is an invaluable companion, whether you are learning English for work or pleasure, or preparing for an exam. The best bits of the
dictionary * NEW! Improved and expanded study pages include the innovative 'Talk' section, focussing on conversation, and how people really speak in
day-to-day situations. * NEW! Word Partner boxes show how words are used together, helping you develop natural sounding English. * NEW! Special
'new words' section focuses on the latest words to enter the English language, ensuring that the language you learn is always up to date. * NEW! Thesaurus
boxes make your English sound more natural by providing alternatives to over-used words, helping you to widen your vocabulary. * Learner Error notes
taken from the Cambridge Learner Corpus - based on real student errors from Cambridge ESOL papers - help you to avoid typical mistakes. The
Cambridge Learner's Dictionary CD-ROM includes the whole dictionary in a handy searchable format and much more, too! You can listen to every word in
British and American English - and even record yourself for comparison. The best bits of the CD-ROM * UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus helps build
vocabulary and allows you to create topic-related word lists at the click of a button. * QUICKfind, a mini pop-up version of the dictionary, lets you look up
words as you work with no effort. * Hundreds of interactive vocabulary practice exercises - to use on-screen, or print out for classroom use - help you to
monitor your progress.
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Monday Mourning
T&P BOOKS VOCABULARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and review foreign words. The dictionary contains over 5000 commonly used
words. Recommended as additional support material to any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages.
Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities. Allows you to assess your current vocabulary. This book can also be used by
foreigners to learn English. THIS REVISED EDITION (American English, July 2013) contains 155 topics including: Basic Concepts, Numbers, Colors,
Months, Seasons, Units of Measurement, Clothing & Accessories, Food & Nutrition, Restaurant, Family Members, Relatives, Character, Feelings,
Emotions, Diseases, City, Town, Sightseeing, Shopping, Money, House, Home, Office, Working in the Office, Import & Export, Marketing, Job Search,
Sports, Education, Computer, Internet, Tools, Nature, Countries, Nationalities and more SPECIAL FEATURES of T&P Books bilingual vocabularies:
Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically. Content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self-testing
processes. Each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign
word. IF YOU HAVE any question, suggestion or feedback, please contact us: admin@tpbooks.com. Ref. BODFR

The Everything Learning German Book
Providing a refreshingly new approach to studying a foreign language, Augustyn/Euba's WELTEN: INTRODUCTORY GERMAN, ENHANCED, 1st
edition, takes you into the lives of 12 different people from German-speaking countries, allowing you to experience a variety of worldviews and even
examine your own. Rich in culture, each chapter focuses on the life, work, interests and environment of one of these individuals -- ranging from a student in
Jena to a designer in Basel to a chef in the Alps -- through different types of texts that are relevant to their world. Selected for their accessibility and genrespecific characteristics, these texts bring each person's world to life while introducing you to grammar and vocabulary in a captivating context. Emphasizing
reflexive and autonomous learning, WELTEN will strengthen your functional language abilities while helping you develop interpretive and analytical
competencies and an appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of language. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Pennsylvania School Journal
Attractive and practical blank notebook to help you build your German vocabulary. Lined notebook with 2 column pages for new words and English
translation alongside one column lined pages for you to write examples of German in use. Ideal for learning not only German vocabulary, but also related
phrases. Improve your fluency in German by writing your own list of words and meanings and then examples of the vocabulary in context. Great method
for exam revision and as a reference when writing essays. Or build your own phrasebook of words and phrases you really want to know when on holiday or
living and studying in German speaking countries. Ideal gift for someone studying German or going to Germany, Austria or Switzerland. Glossy cover with
122 pages, this notebook fits easily into a bag
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German
Exercises designed to develop vocabulary skills present words together with their pronunciations, definitions and use in sentences. Reissue.

The Oxford Handbook of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
A practical and comprehensive reference work, the Oxford Handbook provides the best single-volume source of original scholarship on all aspects of
Coleridge's diverse writings. Thirty-seven chapters, bringing together the wisdome of experts from across the world, present an authoritative, in-depth, and
up-to-date assessment of a major author of British Romanticism. The book is divided into sections on Biography, Prose Works, Poetic Works, Sources and
Influences, and Reception. The Coleridge scholar today has ready access to a range of materials previously available only in library archives on both sides
of the Atlantic. The Bollingen edition, of the Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, forty years in production was completed in 2002. The Coleridge
Notebooks (1957-2002) were also produced during this same period, five volumes of text with an additional five companion volumes of notes. The
Clarendon Press of Oxford published the letters in six volumes (1956-1971). To take full advantage of the convenient access and new insight provided by
these volumes, the Oxford Handbook examines the entire range and complexity of Coleridge's career. It analyzes the many aspects of Coleridge's literary,
critical, philosophical, and theological pursuits, and it furnishes both students and advanced scholars with the proper tools for assimilating and illuminating
Coleridge's rich and varied accomplishments, as well as offering an authoritative guide to the most up-to-date thinking about his achievements.

German Flashcards
Word Power Made Easy
Stationen
STATIONEN: EIN KURSBUCH FÜR DIE MITTELSTUFE, Third Edition is an intermediate German program that combines engaging cultural topics
with authentic readings and contextualized grammar in a unifying context. Each chapter of STATIONEN revolves around a city or region in the Germanspeaking world. This overarching concept brings the program together and invites students and instructors to make connections and comparisons between
chapters, topics, and cultural issues. STATIONEN also refers to the “stations” between the first beginnings of a journey into German life and language and
to more advanced study and exploration on the intermediate level. In addition, the accompanying video component contains footage of videoblogs from
eleven cities in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland that complements the textbooks content and serves as windows to contemporary German culture. These
snapshots of everyday life connect interview clips with images of public spaces to move students beyond the realm of ordinary language instruction and
into the scenarios and situations that reflect a developing German speaker's real-world needs. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
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product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Publishers Weekly
Orderdas beste Bier at Oktoberfest! Hitch a ride on der Autobahn! Say "Wilkommen" to your neuen deutschen Freunde! Learning to sprechen Sie
Deutsches is fun and far easier than you might think. With this guide, you will make sense of this fascinating language in no time. This practical, hands-on
Buch comes with easy-to-understand lessons, useful exercises, and embedded audio for pronunciation help. Building on the German language's close
relation to English, this eBook includes everything from basic introductions to verb conversions. You will learn to: Order food with ease. Ask how much
items cost. Understand direct and indirect objects. Use superlatives to communicate more effectively. Know when to use passive voice. Also, this eBook is
enhanced with audio icons throughout which allow you to hear correct pronunciation or participate in various exercises so you can perfect your German
pronunciation and understanding with ease! Whether you want to sample das stoutest Lager or converse with your grandparents in their native tongue,
you'll soon discover just how easy it is to learn German!

Chloe's German Notebook
"This book focuses on vocabulary acquisition among middle school students, providing teachers with efficient tools and guidance to ensure their students
not only learn the appropriate academic vocabulary but also comprehend why these words are important. Includes the academic vocabulary most frequently
used in middle school textbooks in the areas of English, health, mathematics, science, and social studies/history"--

2000 Most Common German Words in Context
This Notebook designed specially for a German learners, who prefer to make their own lists of foreign words to learn. It contains main German grammar
rules to help you during the learning process. You can easily refresh you knowledge just by taking a quick look at the tables. Two-columned lined layout is
very convenient to write down new words, but still very flexible so you can decide how to organize your vocabulary by your own.

Cambridge Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM
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